Analytical model for optical bistability in nonlinear metal nano-antennae involving Kerr materials
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Abstract: Optical bistability at nanoscale is a promising way to realize optical switching, a key component of integrated nanophotonic devices. In this work we present an analytical model for optical bistability in a metal nano-antenna involving Kerr nonlinear medium based on detailed analysis of the correlation between the incident and extinction light intensity under surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The model allows one to construct a clear picture on how the threshold, contrast, and other characteristics of optical bistability are influenced by the nonlinear coefficient, incident light intensity, local field enhancement factor, SPR peak width, and other physical parameters of the nano-antenna. It shows that the key towards low threshold power and high contrast optical bistability in the nanosystem is to reduce the SPR peak width. This can be achieved by reducing the absorption of metal materials or introducing gain media into nanosystems.
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1. Introduction

It has been commonly acknowledged that all-optical devices at the micrometer and nanometer scales is a promising way towards realization of next-generation ultrafast communication and signal processing systems beyond today’s microelectronics devices, which have gradually encountered limitation in bandwidth and speed. Optical switching is an essential component in the all-optical network. A feasible approach to all-optical switching is based on optical bistability, an important subject in nonlinear optics [1]. Optical bistability offers many intriguing applications, such as optical memory [2], optical transistor [3], all-optical switching [4], and among others. In recent years there has been a great interest in exploring and realizing optical bistability in nonlinear nanophotonic systems. Optical bistability has been predicted by theory or demonstrated by experimental studies to exist in waveguide-ring resonators [5], photonic crystal cavities [6–8], plasmonic crystals [9], subwavelength metallic gratings [10], metal gap waveguide nanocavities [11], and nanoantenna with amorphous silicon filled in the gap [12]. It is important to achieve a deeper understanding of the basic physics of optical bistability at the nanoscale in order to design and realize high-performance nanophotonic switching devices.

The physics of optical bistability in a classical optical resonant system such as Fabry-Perot etalon has been well established and can be described by simple analytical models [1]. However, so far a similar analytical model has not yet been available for nonlinear nanophotonic systems. Recently we successfully worked out an analytical model for describing the optical bistability of a metal nano-antenna involving a Kerr nonlinear material, which will be addressed in this letter. We propose to investigate the optical bistability of an optical nano-antenna [13–15] because this structure can provide very strong field enhancement in the center gap due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and the SPR peak is very sensitive to the refractive index change of the Kerr material used to fill the gap. The analytical model can help us obtain deep insight into the fundamental physics of optical bistability at nanoscale.

This paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. 2 we present a detailed process of how we reach such an analytical solution of optical bistability in the nonlinear nano-antenna structure. In Sec. 3 we briefly discuss what the analytical model can do to reveal the key factors for a deep insight of the underlying physics of optical bistability in nonlinear nanosystems. In Sec. 4 we make a brief summary of this paper.

2. Derivation of the analytical model

The nano-antenna structure we studied is depicted in Fig. 1. Silver is chosen as the material for the arms because of its low absorption. In the gap between the two arms, a Kerr nonlinear material is introduced. We use polystyrene with the following optical parameters: a linear refractive index \( n_0 = 1.59 \), and a Kerr nonlinear coefficient \( n_2 = 1.14 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^2/\text{W} \) [16]. In our study, we are interested in the bistability between the incident optical intensity \( I_0 \) and the
extinction power $W_{\text{ext}}$. In our simulation, the coordinates are established as shown in Fig. 1. The incident light propagates along the $-z$-axis, and its electric field $E$ is along the $x$-axis, which is a longitudinal polarization. The total length of the nano-antenna is 130 nm, and the width is 20 nm. The thickness of polystyrene embedded in the center gap is 10 nm. In the following, we will derive the analytical expressions to reveal the physical process of optical bistability.

As the first step, we temporarily disregard the nonlinear property of polystyrene. The calculated extinction spectrum is displayed in Fig. 2. The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method \cite{17,18} is adopted in our simulations. In Fig. 2, the black circles are the calculated extinction cross section values, showing strong SPR. The red line is the curve fitted with a Lorentz model, which can perfectly describe the extinction spectrum. The Lorentz function is

$$C_{\text{ext}} = \frac{2A}{\pi} \frac{w}{4(\lambda - \lambda_c)^2 + w^2},$$

where $C_{\text{ext}}$ is the extinction cross section, $w$ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the SPR peak, $\lambda$ is the incident light wavelength, $\lambda_c$ is the SPR peak wavelength, and $A$ is a fitting parameter related to the magnitude of the peak. In our case, the fit results are $A = 0.00625 \ \mu\text{m}^2$, $w = 0.04903 \ \mu\text{m}$, and $\lambda_c = 0.6638 \ \mu\text{m}$.

In order to deal with the nonlinear process, we need to study the electric field distribution in the gap. We simulate the electric field distribution at the wavelength of resonance (663.8 nm). The results are depicted in Fig. 3. The field distributions in $yz$-planes (Fig. 3a) and $xy$-planes (Fig. 3b) are both shown. Meanwhile, we give the field enhancement factor along the $x$-axis and $y$-axis as depicted in Fig. 3(c) and (d). The field enhancement factors along $x$-axis and $y$-axis with an arbitrarily selected wavelength (700 nm) are also plotted in Fig. 3(c) and (d). At both wavelengths, the electric field is quite uniform for most part in the gap except for the position very close to the edge of the silver bars. Here, we only select two wavelengths to show the property of uniform electric field in the gap, but the same results are found at other
wavelengths. So, without losing generality, the field in the gap can be considered as a uniform electric field. Consequently the refractive index change in the gap region is also considered to be uniform.

Fig. 3. Electric field distributions (in unit of $I_0$) with different wavelengths of $\lambda = 663.8$ nm:
(a) $yz$-plane and (b) $xy$-plane. (c) and (d) are the field enhancement factor $I/I_0$ along $x$ and $y$ axes (the black lines). The fields for the wavelength of $\lambda = 700$ nm are also plotted (the red lines). The electric field distribution in the gap region shows high uniformity.

As is well known, the local field enhancement in the nano-antenna is caused by SPR. The extent of SPR can be characterized by the extinction efficiency of the nanoparticle, which is proportional to $C_{ext}$. So the field enhancement factor $I/I_0$ (with $I$ being the local field intensity) is a function of $C_{ext}$. To get the analytical expression between $I/I_0$ and $C_{ext}$, we calculate the local field enhancement factor in the gap and the extinction cross section for wavelength from 500 to 900 nm. The relationship between $I/I_0$ and $C_{ext}$ is shown in Fig. 4, where the black dots are for the wavelength at the left side of the resonant peak, while the red dots for the right side. At a resonant wavelength of around 664 nm, the extinction cross section is maximal, and the field enhancement factor reaches its maximum of around 4000. With the deviation away from this resonant wavelength, the electric field enhancement factor becomes lower. The overall curve in Fig. 4 can be approximately described by a linear expression:

$$\frac{I}{I_0} = \beta C_{ext},$$

where $\beta$ is a linear fitting parameter about $4.906 \times 10^4 \mu m^2$ for this case. The linear approximation does not influence the physical essence of the nano-antenna system and it makes possible simple analytical solution of the nonlinear bistability problem.

Fig. 4. Relationship between the field enhancement factor $I/I_0$ and the extinction cross section $C_{ext}$. The black dots are for the wavelength at the left side of the resonant peak, while the red dots for the right side. The fit curve by a linear function is denoted as blue line.

Previous studies showed that the resonant wavelength of nano-antennae can be tuned by changing the load [19,20]. In our case, the resonant wavelength is simply tuned by the refractive index change of the Kerr material in the gap. Now we turn to study the shift of
resonant peak with different refractive indices for the central nonlinear material in details. As is shown before, the refractive index distribution in the gap can be considered uniform. So we change the refractive index in the gap region uniformly, and calculate their extinction spectra, which are shown in Fig. 5(a). As the refractive index in the gap increases, the resonant peak shifts to longer wavelengths while the shape of the extinction spectrum changes little. We extract the wavelength of resonant peak versus the refractive index in the gap region, and the result is shown in the Fig. 5(b). Very good linear relationship is found. So the peak wavelength can be expressed as \( \lambda_i = \lambda_i' + \alpha n_i \), where \( \lambda_i \) is the resonant peak wavelength with \( n_i \), which is the nonlinear refractive index in the gap. \( \lambda_i' \) and \( \alpha \) are the linear fit parameters. On the other hand, the nonlinear refractive index is directly proportional to the local field intensity, which is \( n_f = n_m + n_f I \). So the final equation is:

\[
\lambda_i = \lambda_i' + \alpha (n_m + n_f I) = \lambda_c + \alpha n_f I,
\]

In our case shown in Fig. 5, \( \alpha = 0.06379 \, \mu m \).

Up to this point, we have analytical expressions for the extinction spectrum [Eq. (1)], the field enhancement factor versus the extinction cross section [Eq. (2)], and the shift of resonant wavelength under different incident intensities [Eq. (3)]. Considering that the optical bistability we study here is the relationship between the input intensity and extinction power, we transform the extinction cross section \( C_{ext} \) into the extinction power \( W_{ext} \):

\[
W_{ext} = C_{ext} I_0.
\]

By replacing \( \lambda_c \) in Eq. (1) with \( \lambda_i \) and substituting Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) into Eq. (1), we can finally obtain the relation between \( W_{ext} \) and \( I_0 \):

\[
I_0 = W_{ext} \frac{\pi}{2A} \frac{4(\lambda - \lambda_c - \alpha n_f W_{ext})^2 + W^2}{W}.
\]

Equation (5) is the analytical expression of optical bistability between the incident intensity \( I_0 \) and the extinction power \( W_{ext} \).

3. Key factors of optical bistability

Now that we have derived the analytical formalism of optical bistability in the nonlinear nanoantenna, we proceed to discuss several key factors from the analytical model. The first thing that we concern is the criterion for optical bistability. When optical bistability exists, there must be three values of \( W_{ext} \) corresponding to an incident intensity \( I_0 \). Two of them correspond to the real and stable physical states, while the other one with value in the middle
corresponds to a virtual and unstable physical state. Taking the derivative of \( I_o \) with respect to \( W_{ext} \) in Eq. (5), we can get the following expression:

\[
\frac{dI_o}{dW_{ext}} = \frac{\pi}{2\lambda W} \left[ 4\left( \lambda - \lambda_c \right)^2 + w^2 - 16\alpha\beta n_z \left( \lambda - \lambda_c \right) W_{ext} + 12\alpha^2 \beta^2 n_z^2 W_{ext}^2 \right].
\]  

(6)

The condition for the existence of optical bistability is that

\[
\frac{dI_o}{dW_{ext}} = 0
\]

(7)

has two distinct roots, which can be satisfied when

\[
\Delta = 16\alpha^2 \beta^2 n_z^2 \left[ 4\left( \lambda - \lambda_c \right)^2 - 3w^2 \right] > 0.
\]  

(8)

From this equation we find that \( |\lambda - \lambda_c| > \sqrt{3}w/2 \) must be satisfied to assure the existence of optical bistability in the nano-antenna system. For positive nonlinearity with \( n_z > 0 \) it means that \( \lambda > \lambda_c + \sqrt{3}w/2 \), while for negative nonlinearity with \( n_z < 0 \) we must have \( \lambda < \lambda_c - \sqrt{3}w/2 \). In our nano-antenna structure, the resonant peak is located at around 664 nm with FWHM of about 49 nm. So the critical condition for optical bistability becomes \( \lambda_c > 705 \) nm.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the extinction power and the incident intensity at different wavelengths. The \( W_{ext} \) is peak extinction power.

We plot the extinction powers versus the incident intensities at different wavelengths in Fig. 6. Each color represents an individual incident wavelength. From the figure, we can find that the critical wavelength for bistability is somewhere between 705 nm (the cyan line) and 715 nm (the magenta line). For shorter incident wavelengths than the critical wavelength, there are no bistable states; while for longer ones, the bistable states can be observed. The total refractive index change of the Kerr material required to maintain optical bistability is on the order of 0.1.

The above analytical model can provide much more information than the criterion of optical bistability. We can get the two roots of Eq. (7) directly as:

\[
W_{ext,1} = \frac{2\left( \lambda - \lambda_c \right)}{3\alpha\beta n_z} \left( 1 - \sqrt{1 - \rho} \right),
\]

\[
W_{ext,2} = \frac{2\left( \lambda - \lambda_c \right)}{3\alpha\beta n_z} \left( 1 + \sqrt{1 - \rho} \right),
\]  

(9)
where \( p = \frac{3w^2}{4(\lambda - \lambda_0)^2} \). The corresponding incident intensity can be obtained by substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (5):

\[
I_i = \frac{8\pi (\lambda - \lambda_0)^3}{27\lambda \alpha \beta n_2 w} \left[1 + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - p}\right] \left[1 - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - p}\right],
\]

\[
I_i = \frac{8\pi (\lambda - \lambda_0)^3}{27\lambda \alpha \beta n_2 w} \left[1 + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - p}\right] \left[1 + p - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - p}\right].
\]

(10)

\((I_1, W_{ext,1})\) and \((I_2, W_{ext,2})\) are the two critical points of the bistability curves, and \(I_1\) represents the threshold power of optical bistability at a given incident wavelength. The contrast of bistability signal is characterized by

\[
\frac{W_{ext,2} - W_{ext,1}}{(W_{ext,2} + W_{ext,1})/2} = \sqrt{1 - p},
\]

(11)

and

\[
\frac{I_2 - I_1}{(I_2 + I_1)/2} = \frac{2(1 - p)^{3/2}}{1 + p}.
\]

(12)

It is seen that the contrasts of both \(I\) and \(W_{ext}\) are only dependent on the parameter \(p\). To increase the contrast of the two states, the only choice is either to make the resonant peak narrower or to select an incident wavelength farther away from the resonant wavelength. On the other hand, as shown in Eq. (10), the threshold intensity is inversely proportional to \(A\), \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(n_2\), which means that the pump intensity can be decreased with larger \(A\), \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(n_2\). In other words, the threshold pump power can be reduced by increasing the magnitude and sensitivity of the SPR peak, the local field enhancement factor, and the Kerr nonlinear coefficient.

The maximum enhancement factor at the resonant wavelength is nearly 4000 for the nano-antenna, which can reduce the threshold power efficiently. However, the FWHM of extinction spectrum is relatively large as nearly 50 nm. This is the main problem for low-power and high-contrast optical bistability with nano-antenna according to the above analytical model. The threshold power is around 800 MW/cm\(^2\) at wavelength 755 nm. If a lower threshold power needs to be implemented, the extinction spectrum with SPR should be narrower.

Our previous study shows that the line width of extinction spectrum is closely related the absorption of metal nanoparticles [21]. If the absorption of a metal material is reduced, the line width of the SPR peak can be compressed. One way to achieve this is to shift the operation wavelength of optical functionality to longer wavelengths. Another way is to take a metal material with smaller intrinsic absorption. Here we propose an alternative way. Moreover, it has been shown that a proper gain, which can be supplied by fluorescence molecules or quantum dots, can effectively compensate for the absorption of metal, and lead to a very narrow spectrum width [21]. We calculate the extinction spectra of the nano-antenna with different gain coefficient \(k\) in the gap region, where the medium has a complex refractive index of \(n_i - ik\). The results are shown in Fig. 7(a). With the gain medium, the line width of extinction spectra reduces significantly. At \(k = 0.25\), the line width decreases to about 12.5 nm, a quarter of the value without gain. In addition, the introduction of a gain medium does not influence the position of extinction peak and the speed at which the peak shifts when the refractive index is changed. It just compresses the line width of extinction spectrum. In Fig. 7(b), we show the relationship between the line width and the gain.
coefficient. When $k$ grows from zero to 0.25, the line width narrows nearly linearly. The calculation results of the optical bistability curve with $k = 0.25$ are displayed in Fig. 7. We find that the threshold power is reduced to only 7 MW/cm$^2$ at a wavelength of 683 nm, and the necessary total refractive index change of the Kerr material requested to maintain optical bistability is reduced to a level on the order of 0.01.
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Fig. 7. (a) Optical bistability curves at different wavelengths with a gain coefficient of $k = 0.25$ for the material in the gap. (b) The dependence of SPR peak width on the gain coefficient.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented an analytical model for the optical bistability in a nonlinear metal nano-antenna structure. The model clearly reveals how the performance of bistability is correlated with the physical properties of the nanosystem. According to the model, the key towards optical bistability of low pump power and high contrast is to reduce the SPR peak width of the nanosystems by designing appropriate nanosystems with low absorption or with gain. Our study can help to explore nonlinear nanophotonic systems for applications in compact low-power bistable all-optical devices and storage.
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